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San Francisco Chronicle 

Giants skunked on three hits in loss to Cubs 

Henry Schulman 

 

Novice fans need not read dusty old books to learn about the dead-ball era. Just come to AT&T 

Park and see it live. 

The Giants are pitching like it’s the early 1900s. Problem for them is, they’re hitting like it, too, 

and they did not hit at all in Tuesday night’s 2-0 loss, which evened their series against the Cubs 

at a win apiece. 

The Giants got singles by Brandon Crawford, Brandon Belt and Chase d’Arnaud in his first start 

with the club at second base. They got one runner to second base in a game the Cubs settled 

with two runs in the seventh inning against Derek Holland and Sam Dyson. 

It has to be infuriating for the manager, coaches and the guys who swing the bat to waste the 

kind of pitching the Giants are getting. 

In this series, the Giants have held the National League’s highest-scoring offense to three runs 

in 20 innings. That should be enough to win twice, not split. 
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They have scored three or fewer runs in eight of their nine games since leaving Arizona on July 

1. Not surprisingly, they are 3-6 during the stretch. Their 13-run burst Sunday seems so distant 

after two rough games at the plate against Chicago. 

The Giants have scored two or fewer runs in a staggering 35 of their 94 games. Also not 

surprisingly, they are 7-28 in those games. 

One more stat worth noting: With Evan Longoria out and Buster Posey’s bat limited by his hip 

injury, the Giants are flailing against left-handed pitching. They have lost 11 of their past 16 

games when facing a lefty starter, including Tuesday night against Jose Quintana. 

They see another lefty in Mike Montgomery when they try to win the series Wednesday behind 

Johnny Cueto. 

“We’ve got to fix it,” manager Bruce Bochy said. “Lefties are doing a number on us. We’ve got 

to get some right-handed bats hot.” 

The Giants’ lefty starter was also pretty good. 

Holland excelled during a planned spot start just one week after Bochy moved him to the 

bullpen. After seeing Holland throw 50 pitches in relief Thursday, 32 more Saturday, then blank 

the Cubs for the first six innings Tuesday, Bochy learned he has a Swiss Army knife on his staff 

who can pitch in any situation. 

Holland seems to be happy being that guy. 

“I'm OK either way, ’pen or rotation,” he said. “I’m not going to complain either way.” 

Addison Russell’s one-out double ended Holland’s night and ultimately led to the loss. 

When Bochy turned to Dyson, Cubs manager Joe Maddon countered with Kyle Schwarber, who 

stood at the plate as the Cubs took a 1-0 lead on a Run Thrown In. Addison advanced on a wild 

pitch that catcher Nick Hundley kept in front of him, then scored on Hundley’s ill-advised and 

wild throw to Pablo Sandoval at third base. 

Dyson allowed an RBI double by Victor Caratini later in the inning after walking his second 

hitter. 

The Giants also learned something about 28-year-old rookie Ray Black. Bochy wanted to get 

Black into another game as quickly as possible after Sunday’s walk-walk-homer big-league 

debut against the Cardinals. 
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Against Chicago, Black struck out Willson Contreras on a 79-mph curveball and Russell on a 99-

mph fastball before getting Schwarber to pop out on another 99-mph pitch. 

“I’m not going to lie. I was itching for an inning,” Black said. “First time out, first time in the 

stadium, seeing all the fans, I was a little overwhelmed. Tonight, I was a lot more comfortable. I 

just trusted my delivery and went from there.” 

 

 

San Francisco Chronicle 

Giants’ rotation in flux for weekend series against A’s 

Henry Schulman 

 

Manager Bruce Bochy has announced his rotation for the weekend series against the A’s. “To 

Be Announced” will start Friday night’s opener, followed by “We’ll See” on Saturday. Closing 

out the first half Sunday will be “Good Question!” 

The uncertainty stems from the Giants’ decision to slip Derek Holland back into the rotation 

Tuesday night to give Johnny Cueto five days off between his first and second starts off the 

disabled list, plus a tired bullpen. 

Jeff Samardzija could start this weekend, but he was in spikes, ready to pitch in relief Tuesday 

night. Madison Bumgarner will pitch either Friday or Saturday. Dereck Rodriguez could relieve 

or start. 

Andrew Suarez likely will not start again before the All-Star break. The rookie’s mounting 

innings are a consideration. He has 1071/3 combined between the minors and majors and 

should blow past his career high of 1551/3 from last year. Bochy said Suarez has no physical 

issues. The club is thinking long-term. 

The staff clearly is treating Cueto with kid gloves. This will not be the last time the Giants will 

use a sixth starter or off days to get Cueto more bounce-back time for his elbow. 

“I think you know we try to give our guys the extra day,” Bochy said. “Every start is going to 

dictate that, when he needs an extra day, if he works harder. If not, he’ll go every fifth day.” 

Panik outlook: Joe Panik was happy to learn through an MRI exam that his left groin was not 

torn off the bone. 

“It’s just a good old groin strain,” the second baseman said Tuesday, four days after he got hurt 

running the bases. 
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The medical staff believes Panik will be out three weeks, another maddening respite for a 

player who already lost more than two months to a sprained thumb. 

“Honestly, I’m not happy right now, but I’ve got to make the best of the situation,” Panik said. 

“We’ve still got plenty of season left. That’s the way I look at it.” 

Flannery voice: Former third-base coach and current TV analyst Tim Flannery will sub for Renel 

Brooks-Moon as the public-address announcer Wednesday. Renel is going to be master of 

ceremonies for London Breed’s swearing-in as San Francisco mayor. 

Flannery is a free spirit who speaks his mind, but said he won’t go off-script in this gig. Probably. 

“I don’t plan on it, but there are a lot of things that sometimes happen,” he said, smiling. “I’m 

not going to do anything nuts. That’s my one thing going into it.” 

 

 

San Francisco Chronicle 

Giants to start Holland over Cueto, plus trade Chatter 

Henry Schulman 

 

The Giants made official what became apparent Monday night. Derek Holland, and not 

scheduled starter Johnny Cueto, will pitch against the Cubs on Tuesday night. Cueto will get 

Wednesday's series finale. 

When the move first was hinted after Monday's 2-1, 11-inning win, a lot of fans jumped to the 

conclusion, and logically so, that something else happened to Cueto's elbow, or this was a 

reaction to his first start off the disabled list, when he came out throwing 86 mph and allowed 

five runs in the first two innings. 

That's a good question for manager Bruce Bochy, but the guess here is that Holland's start was 

always planned. 

When Bochy moved Holland to the bullpen last week, the manager strongly suggested he 

would use a sixth starter at times and also acknowledged that he would have to find extra rest 

days for Cueto. 

Furthermore, Bochy and his pitching coaches always have charted out the rotation all the way 

through the All-Star break. 
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Having Cueto pitch Wednesday makes sense because he can get a long rest before he starts 

again after the break, when Bochy and pitching coach Curt Young will rejigger the rotation 

anyway. 

The Giants have not yet announced their rotation for the A's series at AT&T Park this weekend 

that takes them into the break. 

Trade chatter: The Holland item leads into this item, and all of the following is largely 

speculation: 

This time of year, contending teams are always are looking for pitching, and Holland would be a 

great addition for teams seeking depth, but not a No. 1 or 2 type. 

Also, the Giants might not be done making salary-dump moves, such as the Austin Jackson-Cory 

Gearrin deal to Texas on Sunday. 

General manager Bobby Evans was not comfortable answering whether the Giants were 

projected to surpass the $197 million luxury-tax threshold. Whether they were slightly under or 

slightly over, the Giants clearly were worried they would bounce over the number, especially if 

more players got hurt and they would have to pay big-league dough to the injured players as 

well as their replacements. 

The roughly $2 million they saved by moving Jackson and Gearrin allows them to breathe, but 

does not necessarily allow them to fill a need at the deadline without moving more money. 

Holland might be expendable because he and Ty Blach are redundant in the bullpen, but there 

are counterarguments, too. 

First, the Giants have to be wary of Cueto's arm and even Jeff Samardzija's shoulder and might 

be reluctant to deplete their own depth. Second, Holland is not making that much money. A 

July 31 trade would save them just $575,000 - a pittance. 

In contrast, the Giants could save $1.4 million by finding a taker for Sam Dyson. Again, they 

have to weigh that against their need for bullpen depth. 

That's why it was crucial for the Giants to see 28-year-old Ray Black now. Black would have to 

step into the Dyson role if the Giants moved Dyson. Consider this an audition. 

The Giants could save some money by trading Hunter Pence, but many in the organization 

would hate to see him go, including Bochy, who loves what Pence provides in the clubhouse. 

Moreover, Pence has taken to his new role well, churning some big hits and energy on the field. 
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There is one big move the Giants could make if they are not concerned about rotation depth, 

but it has to be considered a long shot. 

There are big-market teams that could use an innings-eater like Jeff Samardzija, whose contract 

allows him to veto trades to all but eight teams. Last year's list of approved teams included 

mostly big-market teams. 

The Giants certainly would have to eat a big chunk of the roughly $46 million left on the Shark's 

deal, which runs through 2020, but if they are convinced they have enough arms present and 

future to compete to move on without him, they surely have to consider it. 

The acquiring team, of course, would have to be convinced of Samardzija's health and ability to 

pitch better than he did earlier this year when he was hurt. 

Voice of Flan: This is the best news at AT&T Park since Rusty the Mechanical Man was ripped 

out of his mooring: Tim Flannery is going to be the P.A. announcer Wednesday. 

The former third-base coach, musician, TV analyst and free spirit will be subbing for Renel 

Brooks-Moon, who will M.C. London Breed’s swearing in as mayor. 

 

 

San Jose Mercury News 

Giants provide timetable for Joe Panik’s injury absence  

Kerry Crowley 

 

SAN FRANCISCO–Injuries have robbed the Giants of several key contributors throughout the 

season, but Joe Panik is the first position player to be sent to the disabled list for two separate 

ailments. 

Manager Bruce Bochy said Panik was diagnosed with a “mild-to-moderate” groin strain while 

trainer Dave Groeschner said the injury could leave the club without one of its starting 

infielders for the next three weeks. 

Panik arrived in the clubhouse Tuesday and said he’s still sore after injuring himself while 

running the bases July 6 against the Cardinals, but he’s hoping to begin working out again by 

the weekend. 

Get San Francisco Giants news in your inbox. Sign up now for the free Giants HQ newsletter. 
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Panik fractured his thumb April 27 against the Dodgers and missed more than a month after 

undergoing surgery to heal the injury. After returning from the disabled list, Panik’s average 

climbed as high as .297, but it dipped all the way down to .240 before he suffered the groin 

strain. 

With Panik out, the Giants plan to use a combination of players to fill in at second base 

including utility player Alen Hanson, who started at the position Monday in the club’s 2-1 win 

over the Cubs. 

Another utility player, Chase d’Arnaud, will start Tuesday against Cubs left-hander Jose 

Quintana. 

The switch-hitting Hanson is expected to receive most of the starts against right-handers while 

the right-handed d’Arnaud is better suited to play against southpaws. 

Bochy has also indicated outfielder Austin Slater could receive an opportunity to play second 

base against lefties, but the Giants appear reluctant to have Slater start at the position unless 

additional injuries force their hand. 

Panik is disappointed another injury will keep him off the field, but he said he’s focused on 

returning to the club with his health intact so he can help the Giants over the final two months 

of the season. 

“We’ve got a really good shot to make a run and that’s what I’m looking at,” Panik said. 

Strickland, Longoria progressing 

Third baseman Evan Longoria took groundballs again Monday and is doing “very well” in his 

rehab from a fractured hand according to Bochy. 

Longoria fractured the fifth metacarpal in his left hand when he was hit by a pitch on June 14 

against the Marlins. The Giants’ initial estimates called for Longoria to return at the beginning 

of August, but he’s been aggressive throughout his rehab process and a late July return appears 

possible. 

Closer Hunter Strickland is also recovering from a fractured fifth metacarpal after he punched a 

wall in the Giants’ clubhouse following a blown save against the Marlins on June 18. The right-

hander had pins removed from his hand Tuesday and is expected to begin his rehab process 
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soon. 

Because he’s on the 60-day disabled list, Strickland isn’t eligible to return until August 18, but 

Bochy anticipates the reliever could be finished with a rehab assignment right around that date. 

 

San Jose Mercury News 

Giants using ‘all hands on deck’ approach with pitchers before All-Star break 

Kerry Crowley 

 

SAN FRANCISCO–A pivotal Bay Bridge Series is looming for the Giants, but the club still doesn’t 

know which pitchers will start the three games against the Oakland A’s. 

With five games remaining until the All-Star break, manager Bruce Bochy said the Giants will 

use an “all hands on deck” approach when it comes to the club’s pitching staff over the next 

week. 

“It’s all hands on deck because I’ve got some guys that need a break today in the bullpen,” 

Bochy said. “Similar to what we did with (Derek) Holland. I pulled him out and we needed help 

in the pen and it worked out.” 

Though Johnny Cueto was listed as the Giants’ probable starter for Tuesday’s contest against 

the Cubs, left-hander Derek Holland will take the mound and Cueto will pitch the series finale 

Wednesday. 

Bochy said Cueto’s scheduled start was not pushed back, as the Giants had a communication 

breakdown and did not announce they planned to build in an extra day of rest between starts 

for the right-hander. 

Cueto allowed 10 hits and five earned runs over five innings against the St. Louis Cardinals in his 

first appearance since returning from the disabled list Thursday, but his struggles aren’t the 

reason the Giants want Cueto to wait another day before pitching. 

The Giants made the decision for Cueto to start on six days rest to ease the stress on his elbow, 

which will be monitored closely for the rest of the season after inflammation forced him to the 

disabled list May 1. 

With Holland starting Tuesday and Cueto ready for Wednesday, Bochy said rookie Dereck 

Rodríguez and veteran Jeff Samardzija will be in spikes and available in relief both days. The 
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Giants plan to stay away from using left-handers Ty Blach and Tony Watson Tuesday, while 

several other relievers including Reyes Moronta and Mark Melancon could benefit from a day 

off. 

Bochy said Madison Bumgarner will start Friday or Saturday against Oakland while rookie 

Andrew Suárez may be called on to pitch Sunday if the Giants exhaust their rotation depth over 

the next two days. 

If the Giants need a creative solution to set up their rotation for the weekend, they could place 

Cueto on the 10-day disabled list following his Wednesday start and recall Chris Stratton from 

Triple-A Sacramento. The Giants could also option Suárez back to the minor leagues to clear 

room for Stratton, but that possibility appears unlikely given Suárez’s recent success. 

Cueto was the best starter in baseball during the month of April, posting a 0.84 ERA through his 

first five starts of the season. The veteran righty revealed at the end of the month that pain in 

his pitching elbow became too intense to handle on the mound and he feared he would require 

Tommy John surgery to recover from his injury. 

Instead, after making a visit to orthopedic surgeon Dr. James Andrews, Cueto opted for a 

treatment plan that would allow him to return in the middle of the season. 

 

 

San Jose Mercury News 

Giants offense remains silent against another lefty in loss to Cubs 

Kerry Crowley 

 

SAN FRANCISCO–Before the Chicago Cubs arrived at AT&T Park this week, the Giants listed 

right-hander Johnny Cueto as the probable starting pitcher for Tuesday night’s contest. 

Giants manager Bruce Bochy said his plan since last week was to build in an extra day of rest for 

Cueto and reward Derek Holland with a spot start, so Cueto will indeed start Wednesday’s 

series finale. 

Bochy apologized for the communication mistake, but that error wasn’t the one that ended up 

hurting the Giants. 

Instead, it was their inability to hit Cubs left-hander Jose Quintana and a miscue in the field that 

took place after Holland exited that proved to be the Giants’ downfall in a 2-0 loss to the Cubs. 
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“We’re having a hard time getting things going against these left-handers,” Bochy said. “Their 

guy pitched well but at the same time, this has been going on a little while against left-handed 

pitching.” 

Get San Francisco Giants news in your inbox. Sign up now for the free Giants HQ newsletter. 

After Holland allowed a one-out double to Cubs shortstop Addison Russell in the top of the 

seventh, Bochy removed his starter and brought in reliever Sam Dyson. 

The fourth pitch of Dyson’s outing landed well in front of Nick Hundley, allowing Russell to dart 

toward third base. The Giants catcher retrieved the ball and tried to throw out Russell, but his 

throw rolled down the left field line and allowed Chicago to take a 1-0 lead. 

“He probably tried to do a little too much,” Bochy said. “Russell has speed and I’m sure if he 

had a do-over, he holds that ball. He’s trying to make a play and you want these guys trying to 

make a play but at the same time, you wish he would have held.” 

The Giants received the standout outing they desperately needed from a player willing to adjust 

his role for the good of the club, but the team’s offense supported him with just three hits as 

Holland took the loss. 

“If I have to go back to the pen, I’ll be perfectly fine with it,” Holland said. “You’re not going to 

hear me complain. Whatever they ask me to do, I’ll be ready for that call.” 

The shutout loss was the sixth of the year for the Giants and the seventh game in which they’ve 

been limited to three hits or fewer including their third in the last seven days. 

“There just wasn’t anything there,” Bochy said. “It’s something we’ve talked about. We 

tweaked the lineup a little tonight but we’ll talk about it and see what we can do to fix this.” 

Holland was sent to the bullpen last week to make room for Cueto and right-hander Jeff 

Samardzija in the Giants rotation, but the left-hander picked up his fork and knife and ate 6 1/3 

innings Monday. 

With a slider that induced 12 whiffs and a sinker that routinely touched 93 miles per hour on 

the radar gun, Holland did ease the burden on an overworked bullpen and kept Bochy from 

having to turn to Samardzija or rookie Dereck Rodríguez, who were both told to wear spikes in 

case they were needed in relief. 
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Bochy said the Giants wouldn’t set their rotation for the upcoming Bay Bridge Series until they 

finished their three-game set with the Cubs. After needing five relievers to navigate an 11-

inning win Monday, the Giants hoped Holland could provide more length than he did in his last 

start, when Bochy pulled him after 3 1/3 innings in Arizona July 1. 

“You want to try to save the bullpen as much as you can,” Holland said. “We used a few guys 

yesterday so we’re trying to do whatever I can to go the distance every time out.” 

Though Holland nearly doubled his output Tuesday, the Giants couldn’t scratch across a run 

against Quintana. 

San Francisco entered Tuesday’s game having lost 10 of its past 15 against left-handed starters 

during a stretch that has largely coincided with third baseman Evan Longoria’s injury absence. 

While Longoria’s fractured hand may not keep him out past the end of July, the Giants are 

scrambling for solutions against southpaws and coming up empty. 

The Giants had leadoff runners reach base twice against Quintana, but in both the fourth and 

sixth innings, the Cubs left-hander induced double play balls. The 6-4-3 double play Chicago 

turned in the fourth was particularly damaging for San Francisco, especially after Brandon Belt 

led off with a single and Andrew McCutchen followed with a walk. 

As Quintana’s command faltered, Hundley pounded a groundball to shortstop that weakened 

the Giants’ threat before Brandon Crawford grounded out to end the inning. 

Because the Giants wanted to avoid using relievers on back-to-back days, Bochy sent Dyson 

back to the mound to work the eighth inning after his effort to keep the game scoreless was 

unsuccessful in the seventh. 

Giants set timetable for Panik 

Giants second baseman Joe Panik was diagnosed with a “mild-to-moderate” groin strain and 

trainer Dave Groeschner said the injury could leave the club without one of its starting 

infielders for the next three weeks. 

Panik arrived in the clubhouse Tuesday and said he’s still sore after injuring himself while 

running the bases July 6 against the Cardinals, but he’s hoping to begin working out again by 

the weekend. 
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After fracturing his thumb in April, Panik is set to miss an extended stretch for the second time 

this season, but he’s optimistic he’ll have a chance to help a Giants team he thinks will remain 

in contention. 

“We’ve got a really good shot to make a run and that’s what I’m looking at,” Panik said. 

Bryant coming back 

The Cubs lineup expects to have a key reinforcement Wednesday as Kris Bryant is slated to 

return from the disabled list. The power-hitting third baseman has been out since June 22 with 

left shoulder inflammation, but manager Joe Maddon said Bryant was traveling to AT&T Park 

and could be available to play in the series finale. 

 

 

MLB.com 

Giants can’t capitalize on Holland’s strong start 

Chris Haft 

 

SAN FRANCISCO -- Forget for a moment that the Giants collected just three hits Tuesday night 

and lost to the Chicago Cubs, 2-0. Such performances will remain commonplace for such an 

erratic offense. 

Derek Holland's effort certainly was more inspiring than anything San Francisco's hitters did, 

besides being more intriguing. The left-hander excelled in his first start since July 1, yielding one 

run and five hits in 6 1/3 innings. He walked none and matched a season high with eight 

strikeouts, reflecting his uncanny command. 

View Full Game Coverage 

Pitching such as this should not be wasted. Thus, the Giants have a decision to make regarding 

Holland as the July 31 Trade Deadline approaches. 

Do they keep him around as a long reliever? Should they use him as they did against the Cubs -- 

as a spot starter to keep the existing starters fresh? Or should the Giants shop him before the 

deadline to pitching-starved clubs needing help at the back end of their rotation? 

"We'll talk about it," Giants manager Bruce Bochy said, referring solely to options that involve 

Holland remaining with San Francisco. Bochy did add, though, "The way he has thrown the ball, 

he has value." 
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Meanwhile, Holland is ready to do whatever the Giants ask. 

"You're not going to hear me complain," he said. "Whatever they call me to do, I'm going to do 

it. If I have to go back to the 'pen, I'll be perfectly fine with it." 

Holland blanked the Cubs until the seventh, when they scored their only runs. Addison 

Russell lined a one-out double that chased Holland, then broke for third base. Dyson's pitch 

happened to be wild. Catcher Nick Hundley unleashed an off-target throw that resulted in an 

error, enabling Russell to score.Victor Caratini's RBI double essentially settled matters. 

"I thought Holland was really good," Cubs manager Joe Maddon said. "I know he hasn't been 

starting a lot, but he was sharp. He had a better than his average fastball. He's normally 91 to 

93 [mph]; I saw a lot of 94s. His breaking ball had a lot of depth also, and his changeup. He 

pitched really well." 

The Giants stirred briefly against Cubs starter Jose Quintana in the fourth inning, which began 

with Brandon Belt singling and Andrew McCutchen drawing a walk. Quintana escaped by 

inducing Hundley's double-play bouncer and Brandon Crawford's groundout. 

The game's most encouraging development for the Giants was Ray Black's scoreless ninth 

inning. The rookie right-hander, who has overcome a series of injuries that would fill a medical 

textbook, pitched a perfect inning. Black overpowered some of Chicago's top hitters, striking 

out Willson Contreras and Russell before coaxing Kyle Schwarber's pop-up. 

This contrasted with Black's Major League debut on Sunday, when he learned the limitations of 

his 100 mph fastball as St. Louis' Matt Carpenter clobbered a three-run homer off him. 

"First time in the stadium, looking up and seeing all the fans, I got a little bit overwhelmed," 

Black said. "Tonight I was able to control my emotions a little better." 

SOUND SMART 

This was the first shutout defeat the Giants have absorbed at home in 2018. 

HE SAID IT 

"We might have to do something. He's in second place, right? … I'm going to make sure I get 

plenty of baby oil." -- Holland, who portrayed a wrestler in a video released Monday that 

promoted Belt's candidacy in the Camping World All-Star Game Final Vote competition. The 

baby oil is for making Holland's muscles glisten 

UP NEXT 
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Johnny Cueto, making his second appearance since returning from a sprained left ankle, will 

pitch on one extra day's rest as he starts Wednesday's 12:45 p.m. PT finale vs. the Cubs. Cueto 

owns a 41-30 record with a 3.34 ERA on five days' rest during his career. The right-hander will 

be opposed by Cubs left-hander Mike Montgomery, who'll make his 10th start of the season 

and 28th appearance. 

 

 

MLB.com 

Bochy clarifies: Holland always slated for Tues. 

Chris Haft 

 

SAN FRANCISCO -- Giants manager Bruce Bochy said that Derek Holland always had been 

intended to start Tuesday night against the Chicago Cubs. 

Bochy explained that a simple misunderstanding between him and the Giants' media relations 

staff created the impression that Holland might have been a late substitute for Johnny Cueto, 

who has made only one start since returning from an elbow ailment that sidelined him for two 

months. Bochy reiterated that various members of the starting rotation might occasionally 

receive an extra day of rest to keep them fresh. 

View Full Game Coverage 

Bochy said he might use this flexibility to rest Andrew Suarez through the All-Star break. The 

rookie left-hander pitched a personal-high 155 2/3 innings last year at Triple- and Double-A. 

Because Suarez already has accumulated 84 innings, the Giants are wary of seeing him exceed 

last year's total by an uncomfortably high margin. 

Panik update 

The Giants' medical staff said Tuesday that second baseman Joe Panik, who's on the 10-day 

disabled list with a strained left groin, could be sidelined for only three weeks. 

This is Panik's third trip to the DL during this season. He missed 31 games from April 28-June 1 

with a sprained left thumb. Concussions rendered him inactive three times in 2016-17, one year 

after lower back pain nagged him. 

Panik already senses that the "moving around" he'll begin doing, possibly as early as this 

weekend, won't include baseball-related activities. He's optimistic nevertheless. 

"There's still plenty of baseball left," Panik said Tuesday as he spoke to reporters for the first 

time since injuring his groin last Friday. "That's the way I look at it. The way the [National 

League West] teams have been playing, we have a really good chance." 
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NBCsportsbayarea.com 

Giants waste Holland’s spot-start gem: ‘I was trying to do everything I could to stay out there’ 

Alex Pavlovic 

 

SAN FRANCISCO — Derek Holland’s spot start couldn’t have been sharper. Holland, starting in 

order to give Johnny Cueto an extra day of rest, allowed just five hits and struck out eight in 6 

1/3 innings. The lone run on his line came on an error after he had given way to Sam Dyson. 

It was a good night. Imagine how much better it could have been if Holland could have faced his 

own lineup. 

With Evan Longoria on the disabled list and Buster Posey battling a hip injury, the Giants have 

struggled mightily against left-handed starters. They entered the night having lost 10 of their 

last 15 against southpaws, and for the season they had a .237 average and .685 OPS. Tuesday 

didn’t improve the stats any. 

The lineup managed just three hits off José Quintana and didn’t touch the Chicago bullpen, 

falling 2-0. 

“We had some right-handed bats in there. We’ve got to fix it, though,” manager Bruce Bochy 

said. “Lefties have done a pretty good job on us. Their guy pitched well, but at the same time 

this has been going on for a while against left-handed pitching.” 

Bochy said he would get with his staff and try to find an overnight solution, with the Giants set 

to face another lefty, Mike Montgomery, on Wednesday. He tried to mix it up against Quintana, 

giving Chase d’Arnaud his first start and hoping Hunter Pence’s Monday momentum carried 

over. Nick Hundley hit cleanup. It didn’t work. 

That left Holland with a loss that even Matt Cain would view as brutal. He has been a good 

soldier, giving the Giants solid work out of the bullpen the past week. With the relievers still a 

bit gassed, Bochy needed length. Holland took a shutout into the seventh. 

“As I was brought up, you want to be the starter and the closer at the same time,” Holland said. 

“I was trying to do everything I could to stay out there.” 

For now, it’s back to the bullpen, although Holland looks more than worthy of further spot 

starts in the second half. The Giants have solved their starting depth problems. Now they need 

to fix some other issues. 
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NBCsportsbayarea.xcom 

Giants’ lefty woes continue in loss to Cubs 

Alex Pavlovic 

 

SAN FRANCISCO — Derek Holland packed more entertainment into a one-minute promo for 

Brandon Belt on Monday than the rest of the team did into Holland’s return to the rotation. The 

Giants lost 2-0, managing just three hits off Jose Quintana and three Cubs relievers.  

The Giants, sorely missing Evan Longoria, have dropped 11 of 16 against left-handed starters. 

Here's what else you need to know...  

—- Holland’s return to starting couldn’t have gone much better. He was charged with one 

earned in 6 1/3 innings and tied a season-high with eight strikeouts. Holland got a season-high 

18 swinging strikes, including 12 with his slider.  

He left with a runner on second and one out in the seventh, and the Cubs scored the night’s 

first run on an error. Addison Russell took third on a wild pitch and scored when Nick Hundley’s 

throw got away from Pablo Sandoval. The Cubs scored a second run when Victor Caratini 

smashed a double off Sam Dyson.  

—- Chase d’Arnaud picked up his first hit as a Giant, a broken-bat single to center field in the 

fifth inning.  

—- Ray Black made his second appearance since his promotion Sunday morning, and this one 

went much smoother. Black froze Willson Contreras with a 78 mph curveball to get his first 

strikeout and then threw 99 mph past Russell. A pop-up ended the perfect inning. Black maxed 

out at 99.2 mph.  

 

 

NBCsportsbayarea.com 

Giants rotation up in the air for Bay Bridge series 

Alex Pavlovic 

 

SAN FRANCISCO -- As they prepare for what should be the most important Bay Bridge Series in 

years, the Giants are currently lined up to go with TBD, TBD, TBD. Well, kind of.  

Madison Bumgarner will start either Friday or Saturday at AT&T Park. After that, it's to be 

determined by usage the next two days. With the break coming up and plenty of starting depth, 

the staff has Dereck Rodriguez, Jeff Samardzija and Andrew Suarez available out of the bullpen 

before the weekend.  

"The next day or two, we could use anybody as far as a starter," manager Bruce Bochy said. "It's 

all hands on deck because we've got some guys that need a break in the bullpen." 
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Bochy wouldn't commit to anyone besides Bumgarner making a start this weekend, although 

Suarez seems lined up for the final first-half game. The Giants could have optioned the rookie 

back to Triple-A after Monday's game and brought him up in a few days for his first second half 

assignment, but Suarez is throwing as well as anyone and is in the mix to make a second start 

this week despite the staff watching his innings.  

All of this came about after Bochy let slip Monday night that Johnny Cueto would not start 

Tuesday's game. That apparently has been the plan all along, with Cueto getting an extra day of 

rest, but the Giants did not reveal it until a few hours before the second game with the Cubs. 

Derek Holland will make a spot start and Bochy said that could be something that happens 

often in the second half, with Cueto potentially getting an extra day of rest between many of 

his starts as he tries to overcome an elbow sprain.  

--- Joe Panik is expected to miss about three weeks with his groin strain, team officials said. 

Alen Hanson will get most of the time at second base, although Hanson was off Tuesday 

because the Giants were facing a lefty and he has struggled against left-handed pitchers this 

season.  

--- Hunter Strickland had the pins removed from his fractured finger in the morning and now 

can ramp up strengthening exercises. Strickland is not eligible to return until August 18 because 

the Giants placed him on the 60-day disabled list. He likely will be ready about a week before 

that but will get extra time in the minors.  

--- Evan Longoria has graduated to taking grounders. He is expected back the first week of 

August.  

--- Renel Brooks-Moon will be the emcee for the mayor's inauguration on Wednesday, so our 

very own Tim Flannery will serve as the PA announcer for the final game of this series with the 

Cubs.  

 

 

The Athletic 

“Maybe I’m not weird. I’m not injury-prone. I’m not broken”: How Matt Duffy came back 

from injury and self-doubt 

Juan Toribio 

 

As he stepped into the batter’s box, Matt Duffy could feel his body tighten. His mind raced. He 

had trouble controlling his usually rhythmic breathing. When the pitcher delivered the pitch, 

Duffy tensed up. He was leaping into the pitch, something he does when he feels 

uncomfortable at the plate. A once smooth and relaxed swing became rigid and long. But this 

was not unfamiliar. It was something he had dealt with throughout 2016. 

“I would be fine in batting practice, I would be fine when the ball was on a tee, when it wasn’t 

moving and when there were no people,” Duffy said. “But the second I got in the box, I kept 

telling myself ‘I gotta get a hit, I gotta get a hit.’” 
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Duffy’s approach at the plate has always been simple. He takes a deep breath. Takes a quick 

glance at his bat. Controls his breathing throughout the at-bat. He sees the ball, reacts 

accordingly, and lives with the results. 

It’s a simple approach. Until it isn’t. 

“I felt a lot of anxiety creep in,” Duffy said. “I wasn’t anxious as a person. But once I stepped in 

the batter’s box, I was tense. I was so tense. I wasn’t relaxed, I didn’t look comfortable, I didn’t 

feel comfortable, and it just really carried over into my hitting.” 

As the first half of the season comes to a close, Duffy is enjoying a resurgent 2018 campaign. He 

has been a fixture at the top of the Rays’ lineup and leads the team with a .314 batting average. 

That success is the product of a two-year-long process for the Rays third baseman. 

After breaking into the big leagues in 2014 with the Giants as the youngest player on that World 

Series-winning roster, Duffy followed that the next season by slashing .295/.334/.428 and 

securing a second-place finish for the National League Rookie of the Year. In just a year and a 

half in the big leagues, he experienced success at the highest level. As the 2016 season got 

underway, he wanted to prove that he wasn’t just a one-year wonder — and created an 

enormous amount of self-induced pressure. 

“It wasn’t like I was hitting below the Mendoza Line, but .250 is not where I think I should be. 

And that was part of the problem,” Duffy told The Athletic. 

“I was seeing those numbers and I was thinking, ‘I gotta get a hit, I gotta get a hit, I gotta get a 

hit’ when it’s like, ‘no, get rid of the numbers, just relax, see the ball, and put your best swing 

on it.’” 

As Duffy battled his mind, his batting average began to plummet. Following every out, Duffy 

would run to the video room to try to see what was wrong with his swing. He would see a 

mistake in the mechanics and sort it out in the cage, but once he got into the batter’s box, he 

would lose control of his thoughts all over again. 

“He was one guy that always worked on his craft, so we tried to back off and do less,” said 

Hensley Meulens, who served as the Giants’ hitting coach in 2016. “At some point, he had to do 

less.” 

Throughout his first couple of seasons in the big leagues and in his time in the minors, Duffy 

kept a copy of Mental Keys to Hitting by Harvey Dorfman, a handbook that focuses on the 

internal aspects of the game. In 2016, he stopped carrying it around. Not having the book 

wasn’t truly a problem, but for Duffy, it was a sign that he had forgotten to check in with 

himself mentally and address any negative thinking that may have popped up. 

“For some reason, I didn’t carry [the book] around — I don’t know if I thought I figured it out,” 

Duffy said. “I think everyone can relate that there are always negative thoughts rolling through 

your mind, no matter how figured out you think you have it, there’s always a little devil in your 

head, that’s like ‘you’re not that good, you need to change something.’” 
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That inner voice grew louder as his batting average dipped to .234 after an 0-for-4 game against 

the Cardinals on June 4. Duffy would arrive early to work on his mechanics, but nothing seemed 

to be working. Fifteen days later, Duffy suffered an Achilles strain at Tropicana Field while 

playing with the Giants. A month later, he was dealt to the Rays. 

Duffy eventually returned from the disabled list and played in 21 games for the Rays in 2016 

before shutting it down on Sept. 5. The daily grind of baseball was too much for an injury that 

required rest. 

“I couldn’t even put my foot past 90 degrees,” Duffy recalled. 

Because of the ongoing discomfort in the Achilles, the Rays and Duffy agreed surgery would be 

the best option moving forward. Doctors told Duffy that the expected recovery time was 

somewhere between three and six months. Like any athlete, Duffy was frustrated he was going 

to miss time, but he was ready to attack the process. 

As time went on, Duffy’s pain was not subsiding. Duffy reached the six-month mark but was still 

not ready to endure the everyday grind of baseball. Duffy couldn’t understand why he wasn’t 

feeling better. Months went by and the 2017 season was well underway, but Duffy’s pain 

remained. His frustration grew to the point where he started wondering about what came next. 

“The frustration comes when you hear 3-6 months, but it takes longer than that,” Duffy said. 

“That’s when you start asking, ‘What’s wrong with me? Am I ever going to be back? Where am I 

going to go to school after baseball? How am I going to make money for the rest of my life?’ 

“I thought my career was essentially over.” 

Finally Duffy’s dad, Tom, started doing his own research. He stumbled upon some blog posts, 

which he sent over to Duffy, in which other patients were reporting that it took them about a 

year to feel better after the same surgery. Like Duffy, many of them had also been told they 

would have a three-to-six-month recovery time. 

For the first time in a long time, Duffy was relieved. Maybe his body wasn’t betraying him. 

“In the post, they said, ‘I don’t care what your doctor tells you, this is a one-year thing’,” said 

Duffy. “I was like ‘okay, let’s calm down and see how this plays out. Maybe I’m not weird. I’m 

not injury-prone. I’m not broken.’ It’s not a heel that doesn’t want to get healed. 

“It wasn’t until a year to the day that I was like, ‘Oh shit, this feels close to good. I still feel it a 

lot, and I’m still not where I need to be, but I can almost say that it feels decent.’” 

Duffy’s Achilles finally started to heal. Now he needed to work on his mental approach, 

something that had now been an issue for him for nearly two years. As frustrating as the injury 

was, it helped Duffy hit the reset button. After the Rays and Duffy decided he would miss the 

entire 2017 season, he used that time to observe how his teammates handled success and how 

they dealt with the inevitable defeats. He would check to see if they ran to watch video after 

making an out, or if they just accepted that failing is a part of the game. You’re going to ground 

out with the bases loaded. You’re going to go through slumps. But you’re also going to find 

success. 
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As the 2017 season came to a close, Duffy finally identified his problem. It wasn’t in the 

mechanics — the issue was in the way he was approaching the game. He knew he needed to 

stop forcing it. 

“If you’re trying to chase hits, it’s so stressful because you don’t really have much control over 

it,” Duffy said. “For me, the best mindset is the one that consistently puts me in a position to 

get hits, and I lost that.” 

Off the field, Duffy picked up hobbies to keep his mind sharp. He started painting. He built with 

Legos. He played the MLB The Show video game to keep his competitive juices flowing. He even 

went as far as creating a team in the game and made his home ballpark Fenway Park — a park 

Duffy never felt comfortable playing in — “in hopes that I rake in the game, and then I’d come 

back to the park and I could rake,” he said, laughing. 

“When I got to Fenway Park, I promise you that I didn’t feel as uncomfortable as I did before.” 

Thus far, the experiment has worked. Duffy has collected a hit in four of five games this season 

at Fenway Park, including a four-hit game on April 28. 

It may sound quirky, but it was all part of Duffy’s rehabilitation process — not for his Achilles, 

but for his mental approach. Duffy continued to battle his anxiety as he got back on the field 

during this year’s spring training, but thanks to his earlier revelations, he was able to address it 

more effectively. 

Duffy also wanted to prove something to his teammates. Tasked with being Evan Longoria’s 

successor at third base, he was eager to show why he was chosen as the main piece in the 

package that shipped Matt Moore to San Francisco. He hit .327 during spring training and was 

finally past the Achilles injury that he once believed would end his career. 

Duffy’s batting average hovered around .250 when the Phillies came into town for a three-

game series in April. On April 14, Jake Arrieta was on the mound, with the Rays down 7-1 in the 

fourth inning, when Duffy came up to the plate with runners on first and second. 

He took a deep breath. He took a quick glance at his bat. He controlled his breathing. He saw 

the pitch, but he didn’t react as Arrieta threw a 92-mph two-seam fastball out over the plate for 

a strike. 

Even though he didn’t swing at the pitch, Duffy knew he had experienced a breakthrough. 

“When I landed, I was like, ‘That was it. Mechanically, I was good, mentally, I was good,’” Duffy 

said. “Now just do the same thing and let the hands fly.” 

He took another deep breath. He took a quick glance at his bat. He controlled his breathing. He 

saw the pitch, and this time he reacted as Arrieta tried to sneak another 92-mph two-seam 

fastball out over the plate. Duffy lined it into the left-field corner for an RBI double. 

“I literally felt like I blacked out,” Duffy recalled. “Before I knew it, the ball was going down the 

line. I came back to the dugout and I told [hitting coach Chad Mottola], ‘that was it, right 

there.’” 
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To everyone else, it was just a double. But to Duffy, it was the culmination of a long, exhausting 

process. It served as validation that his body would follow his mental approach at the plate. 

Since that double against Arrieta, Duffy is hitting .343 and has been a consistent force at the top 

of the Rays’ lineup. And he is constantly checking with himself mentally. 

“It was something that happened so easily and so quickly, that it was a lesson and it is 

something that I’ll never lose again,” Duffy said. “I’m always going to be on myself about it.” 

 

 

 

The Athletic 

Giants turn to an accommodating veteran as they seek to minimize risk with Johnny Cueto 

Andrew Baggarly 

 

It was a totally unremarkable, perfectly effective pitch. 

It left Derek Holland’s fingertips and floated over the plate at 82 mph. It was a slider that didn’t 

slide. Holland was locked in a scoreless game and dangerously behind in the count when he 

threw a certified marshmallow to Ian Happ, and the free-swinging Cubs outfielder let it drop 

into the briquettes. 

The pitch worked because Happ wasn’t looking for something up in the zone. Holland had set 

him up with a slider at his ankles, and then with a couple of fastballs inside. The left-handed 

pitcher simply changed eye levels. One man’s junk is another man’s popup to the second 

baseman. 

Happ’s reaction was the remarkable part. He commented on his contact with a full-body 

eyeroll, flipping his bat so high in the air that it landed in the grass between the plate and the 

mound. 

It’s a good thing for Happ that Madison Bumgarner wasn’t on the mound during the Giants’ 2-0 

loss Tuesday night. It’s a good thing for Happ that Bumgarner isn’t starting Wednesday’s series 

finale, either. 

That kind of dismissive gesture from a young player is the worst kind of transgression in 

Bumgarner’s purview. It bothers him far more than when a player stops to admire a home run 

against him. Even an expressive player like Happ (who apologized to catcher Nick Hundley in his 

next at-bat, by the way) probably acts with a bit more discretion when a pitcher like Bumgarner 

is staring back at him from the mound. 

Holland, as you probably know, is not one to intimidate but to imitate. Kermit the Frog is one of 

his more accurate voices. He wears T-shirts with awful/awesome puns like “All That and Dim 

Sum” for his TV interviews. At Dodger Stadium, he stuffed a plush toy donkey in Chris Stratton’s 

locker, just because, and made sure it would be visible in the background for the right-hander’s 

postgame media session. He oiled up his bare chest and teamed with Hunter Pence to mimic a 

pro wrestling tag team for a video to promote Brandon Belt’s All-Star candidacy. 
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It was actual baby oil and not Crisco, in case you really needed to know. 

And because the Giants lead the major leagues with seven walk-off victories, you’ve no doubt 

seen Holland’s practiced ritual: comically lugging a 5-gallon jug of drinking water onto the field 

and dousing his celebratory teammates. (The training staff has asked their wannabe Sparkletts 

delivery man to dump out half the water to make sure he doesn’t wrench a shoulder or conk 

someone on the head.) 

More significantly, Holland has quenched the Giants’ thirst for innings as they negotiated a first 

half in which Bumgarner, Johnny Cueto and Jeff Samardzija spent a combined 156 games on the 

disabled list. 

He was valuable then. He is valuable now. 

The Giants had won six of Holland’s previous seven starts, which wasn’t enough to preserve his 

spot in the rotation once Bumgarner, Cueto and Samardzija reoccupied their places in it. 

So Holland made dutiful relief appearances last Thursday and Saturday against the Cardinals, 

and then took the ball when asked against the Cubs. His spot start allowed the Giants to give an 

extra day of rest to Cueto — a premeditated strategy that the coaching staff had devised in 

order to maximize his chances of an effective start while minimizing risk as he continues to 

build strength in his sprained elbow. 

The Giants cannot afford to give Cueto that opportunity without confidence to hand the ball to 

someone like Holland, and that confidence was not misplaced. The left-hander walked off the 

mound with one out in the seventh inning of a scoreless tie, having held the Cubs to five hits 

while striking out eight and not walking a batter. 

That made the loss Holland took all the more undeserved. He left a runner at second base for 

Sam Dyson, who threw just four strikes out of his first 14 pitches — and one of those was a wild 

pitch that Hundley followed with a wild throw to third base as Addison Russell jogged home. 

The Cubs added a run on Victor Caratini’s double off the bricks, but they didn’t need it. Once 

again, the Giants offense struggled against a left-handed pitcher. And once again, Bruce Bochy 

is considering his options to stimulate a lineup without Evan Longoria and a healthy Buster 

Posey. 

José Quintana held them down Tuesday. The Giants will have to solve another lefty, Mike 

Montgomery, if they hope to claim a series win. 

It will help if Cueto’s extra day allows him to improve on last week’s uninspiring return from the 

disabled list. 

Prior to Tuesday’s game, Giants general manager Bobby Evans acknowledged that the 

management of the pitching staff is likely to be a bit of a juggling act in the second half. The 

team wants to have a designated long man behind Cueto, but Ty Blach had thrown on Sunday 

and Monday and Holland was used to buy them time. Samardzija had spikes on Tuesday night 

in case he was needed to soak up relief innings. 
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The Giants weren’t sure how to arrange their rotation for this weekend’s series against the A’s. 

They have too many one-inning relievers in their bullpen, and two of them — Mark Melancon 

and Ray Black — have not been proven safe and effective on back-to-back days. 

They must consider not only the short-term alignment that gives them the best shot at winning 

games, but the long-term ramifications of asking too much of their pitchers — especially Cueto, 

who is owed $21 million in each of the next three seasons, and Melancon, who is owed $14 

million in each of the next two seasons. 

If one or both of those contracts become dead money, it will leave the Giants with one more 

hole to fill this winter and less payroll flexibility to do so. 

“Well, we’ve got a lot invested,” Evans acknowledged. “And we certainly believe in the 

character and ability of both guys if healthy. So we have every reason to do everything we can 

to keep them healthy.” 

At the same time, the Giants must pace rookies Dereck Rodríguez and Andrew Suárez, making 

sure their innings don’t leap too far over their single-season highs in the minor leagues. 

Evans credited pitching coach Curt Young and bullpen coach Matt Herges for being attentive to 

workloads — one of the most valuable traits that also belonged to the men they replaced, Dave 

Righetti and Mark Gardner. 

“We’re always stewarding a pitcher’s health and workload,” Evans said. “That’s how you help 

produce longevity. When you overwork, even for short spurts, you can cause some residual 

challenges. I think that’s one of the ways our coaching staff contributes a lot. 

“It’s one of those things that helps this organization, that you have coaches and a front office 

who are attentive to that and you don’t get too lost in the ‘now’ moment. You understand 

there’s also tomorrow’s game, there’s also next week’s game, there’s also a season ahead and a 

season after that. It’s about valuing the player and his career while not losing sight of what 

you’re trying to accomplish. That’s what has helped getting player after player in the past get 

through challenges.” 

They are getting through challenges with Melancon now, pitching the right-hander mostly in 

non-save situations and relying on him to provide the green light to handle a heavier workload 

as he builds up from a series of medical issues with the pronator muscle in his forearm. 

Melancon threw with tremendous downward movement Monday during what might have been 

his most impressive inning in two seasons as a Giant. He recorded three ground ball outs and 

was one of five relievers who contributed to an extra-inning victory. 

“To the extent there’s a compromise of how often he goes out there, so that when he does, he 

feels great and he’s effective, that’s a compromise we’ve been willing to make,” Evans said. 

“There’s a lot to gain short term if he can go out there feeling like himself. Mark will be able to 

tell us as his innings build up. 

“You’d like to think hopefully he’s going to become more and more comfortable in the more 

typical workload. It may not happen a lot this year. It may happen more come next year.” 
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As for Cueto, Evans said the extra day between starts can allow the right-hander to take 

another 24 hours to recover before throwing a side session, or perhaps to use that time 

between his side and his start. So often when a pitcher is gutting through physical issues, they 

skip their side work. But those reps on the bullpen mound are important for Cueto, given all the 

time he has missed and given his reliance on touch and feel. 

“And when you project out a month, you’ve had one less start,” Evans said. “That can help as 

you continue to build up strength.” 

Is Evans on pins and needles every time Cueto pitches, dreading a moment when his elbow 

might give out? 

“No, I just want him to feel his best,” Evans said. “That’s the hope for everybody. We want him 

to be able to pitch at the level he’s capable and make an impact for our club. That’s what he 

specialized in the first month of the season, throwing up tons of zeroes. His first outing was no 

surprise in the sense he’s still feeling his way back to this level. The hope is that this next outing 

will allow him to get closer to the goal.” 

If that happens, and if Cueto is able to remain on the field beyond this season, then Holland can 

say that he assisted in that success. It can be a major league manager’s nightmare to yank a 

veteran pitcher in and out of the rotation. Holland has made that part the easiest for Bochy. 

“Whatever he puts me in, I’m going to help as much as I can,” said Holland, wearing a rock-

paper-scissors T-shirt. “If I go back to the ‘pen, I’d be perfectly fine with that. You won’t hear 

me complain.” 

Intimidation is fine. Accommodation has its advantages, too. 

Holland folded his arms at his chest and gave a quick bow of his head, “I Dream of Jeannie” 

style: 

“As long as he goes like that, I’m there.” 
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Real or not? The Indians need all the bullpen help in the world 

David Schoenfield 

 

Let the bidding war for Kyle Barraclough begin! 

The Tuesday night escapades began in Cleveland, where Trevor Bauercrushed the Reds with 12 

strikeouts over eight scoreless innings. The Indians led 4-0, and Cody Allen came in for the final 

three outs. 

He didn't get them. The Reds scored seven runs -- all with two outs -- to pull off a shocking 7-4 

comeback victory. Joey Votto's three-run double provided the go-ahead runs: 
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That double didn't come off Allen. It came off Dan Otero, who entered with the 4-3 lead and 

the bases juiced. At the time, it seemed like a weird decision to bring in Otero instead of 

lefty Oliver Perez, given that Votto entered the game with a .961 OPS versus righties and .694 

versus lefties. It was not just a weird decision. It was a colossal miscommunication between 

Terry Francona and pitching coach Carl Willis: Indeed, Francona appeared to motion for a lefty 

when he went to take out Allen. Willis took the blame after the game. Francona took 

responsibility as well. Heck, Cody Allen blamed himself. And really, as big as the Otero-Perez 

gaffe was, the bigger problem is that anybody Francona summons from the bullpen these days 

isn't a good option. The Indians have a 5.37 bullpen ERA, worst in the majors. Andrew Miller, 

when he returns from the DL for his knee problem sometime after the All-Star break, isn't going 

to fix this all by himself. That is why the Indians will be in on every significant reliever available 

at the trade deadline, whether it's Barraclough or Zach Britton or Joakim Soria or one of the 

Padres guys, or maybe they try to pry Raisel Iglesias from the Reds. 

Look, the Indians will win the division no matter what they do with the bullpen, but theirs 

doesn't look like a bullpen that wins a World Series. The Cleveland bullpen won't have to carry 

the same load in the postseason as other teams, given that Francona can ride Bauer and Corey 

Kluber deeper into games, but the Indians are going to need more than a healthy Miller and 

Allen. They do have some flexibility in moving a starter such as Shane Bieber there in October, 

but it seems likely that they'll add a couple relievers at the deadline. 

(Also, kudos here to the Reds, who continue to play well. They've won 33 of their past 57 

games. As Buster Olney pointed out, that's a 93-win pace.) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The bullpen situation is a little more complicated for the Astros. They rank third in the majors 

with a 2.78 ERA, second in strikeout rate and first in lowest walk rate ... yet continue to blow 

leads. They led the A's 4-0 heading into the top of ninth. Ken Giles faced three batters, allowed 

three hits and was removed. Hector Rondon allowed two more hits, including a game-tying 

double. In the 11th, Collin McHugh -- who does have a 1.02 ERA -- gave up a go-ahead home 

run to Stephen Piscotty, only to be rescued when the Astros scored twice to win. 

The walk-off play there provided one of the strangest endings we'll see all season: 

Anyway, the bullpen ERA is great. McHugh has been excellent, Chris Devenski (1.73) has been 

excellent, Rondon (1.62) has generally been excellent. Still, there are concerns here. The Astros 

entered the game 14th in the majors in bullpen Win Probability Added, so the glossy ERA and 

strikeout totals hide that the pen hasn't been particularly clutch. As with Cleveland, the Astros 

will move a starter to the pen in October -- Lance McCullers would be a nice weapon there -- so 

maybe they just roll with what they have and fly by the seat of their pants like they did last 

October. 

Strong debut for De Los Santos: In matchup of starters making their big league debuts, the 
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Phillies' Enyel De Los Santos outpitched the Mets' Drew Gagnon in a 7-3 victory. De Los Santos, 

acquired from the Padres in the offseason for Freddy Galvis, allowed one run over his first six 

innings before tiring in the seventh and giving up two more. Still, he showed why he had a sub-

2.00 ERA in Triple-A, attacking hitters with a 92-95 mph sinking fastball and mixing in a 

curveball and changeup. 

De Los Santos was optioned back to Triple-A after the game, but he did pitch the Phillies into 

sole possession of first place in the NL East, the latest they've been in first since the final day of 

the 2011 season. 

Hey, this bullpen thing is working: The Rays beat the Tigers 5-2 to improve to 47-44. Ryne 

Stanek started and went two innings, and four relievers followed him (with three of them also 

going at least two innings). Since the Rays first employed the "opener" strategy on May 19, they 

lead the majors with a 2.77 ERA. Check the before and after numbers: 

Before May 19 

ERA: 4.43 

WHIP: 1.26 

Average: .241 

After May 19 

ERA: 2.77 

WHIP: 1.10 

Average: .207 

Manny Machado hurts future team: The Orioles beat the Yankees 6-5 as Machado slammed 

two home runs: 

The Orioles are now 5-4 against the Yankees (and 1-9 against the Red Sox). 

 


